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LOCAL HISTORY
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The Roosevelts, and Babe Ruth, slept here

More accurate na

Each week, the Onondaga Historical Association looks back at important events:

Michele Caliva is the local
administrative director of the
Upstate New York Poison Cent
She visited the Syracuse Media
Group’s headquarters last week
to answer questions from readers about the growing crisis of
synthetic marijuana — commo
known as “spike.”
Here are five of the most int
esting things we learned about
synthetic marijuana from Caliv

105 years ago: On Aug. 20,
1910, the Onondaga Hotel
opened at South Warren and
East Jefferson streets. The
11-story building was so popular that an annex was added
just five years later, making it
the largest hotel in the state
outside New York City. In
addition to 500 guest rooms,
notable sections of the hotel
included the Ball Room, Louis
XV Room, Hiawatha Room, Old
English Inn, and Roof Garden.
The hotel’s first registered
guest was vaudeville star Lew
Dockstader. Other famous
visitors included Theodore
Roosevelt, Herbert Hoover,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
Amelia Earhart and Babe Ruth.
— Dan Connors for the OHA

Take a look back at this week in history with photos from
Central New York and around the world at syracuse.com/photos

ORIGIN: The drug that even
ally became synthetic mari
juana was originally create
by scientists to treat anorexia
and excessive pain. “It was for
legitimate use,” Caliva said.
“Unfortunately, an entire indus
around abuse has developed.”
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LOOKALIKES:. You can’t n
essarily tell the difference
between marijuana and sy
thetic marijuana just by lookin
the drug. “They look the same
are used in the same way. This
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